












Verification of a Temporal Change Model of Expression
Frequencies in the Minutes of the National Diet of Japan
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1. ????? (??????????1947–2012)???????????????? (1947–1965?
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???????????? (?? 2)??????? (?, 1974)???????????????????
?1?????????????????????????????????????? (p.270–271)?
3.1.2 ?? 2





?????? 1??????????????? 2??????????????? 2??????
?? (??)???? 2????????????????????????????????????
? 1??????? 1????????????????????????????????????
? 2??????????????????????????????? (?? 3)?

































? 3 ?????????????? (?? 3???)
3.1.3 ?? 3
?? 3??????????????????????? (???)??? (??? 1)??????






































???????????????????????? 1??? 4?? 1??? (1960 ?? 2010?)?
??????????????????????????????????????????????

















? 1 ????????? (?????)???
? ?? 1 ?? 2 ?? 3
1960 5.6 8.7 48.5
2010 8.4 9.5 5.9
?????????????????? 10%????????????1960???? 3?????
?? 48.5%????????????????34? 01?? 35? 01???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????

















???????????????????????????? 1??? 4??????????? (10
????????????????)???? r??????????????????????? 25
? (????|r| ≥ 70)????????????????????????????????????
????????????? 10??????????? 20???????????????
r = (ftail − fhead)/max(fhead, ftail)× 100
???r ??−100 ≤ r ≤ 100??????r > 0???? 2????????r < 0???????





??? 1(??) ????? (99.9)?????? (98.6)?????? (98.5)?????? (97.6)??????
(97.2)?????? (96.3)?????? (95.2)?????? (95.0)?????? (94.9)?????? (94.7)???
??? (93.8)?????? (93.0)?????? (92.6)?????? (92.4)?????? (90.9)?????? (90.8)?
????? (90.8)?????? (90.7)?????? (90.3)?????? (89.8)?????? (89.3)??????
(87.6)?????? (87.2)?????? (85.7)?????? (85.2)
??? 2(??) ????? (98.9)?????? (98.9)?????? (98.6)?????? (98.1)??????
(97.9)?????? (97.6)??????(97.1)?????? (97.1)??????(96.4)??????(96.1)????
??(95.5)??????(95.0)?????? (94.7)?????? (94.2)?????? (92.9)?????? (92.2)?
????? (91.8)?????? (91.5)?????? (91.4)?????? (89.8)?????? (88.2)??????
(88.0)??????(88.0)??????(83.3)?????? (82.8)?????? (80.5)?????? (80.0)
??? 3(??) ????? (98.3)?????? (96.7)?????? (96.4)?????? (95.2)??????
(94.4)?????? (93.4)?????? (93.0)?????? (92.9)?????? (91.6)?????? (90.7)????
?? (89.8)?????? (88.5)?????? (86.8)?????? (85.1)?????? (85.1)?????? (85.0)??
???? (84.8)?????? (84.8)?????? (83.4)?????? (83.3)??????(81.6)??????(80.9)?
????? (80.5)?????? (79.3)?????? (78.1)
??? 1(??) ????? (-99.7)?????? (-98.9)?????? (-98.2)?????? (-98.0)??????
(-97.5)?????? (-96.2)?????? (-95.5)?????? (-95.4)?????? (-93.9)?????? (-93.4)??
???? (-93.3)?????? (-91.1)?????? (-90.3)?????? (-86.2)?????? (-84.6)??????
(-76.0)?????? (-75.8)?????? (-75.4)?????? (-75.3)?????? (-74.2)?
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??? 2(??) ????? (-99.4)?????? (-99.0)?????? (-98.1)?????? (-98.0)??????
(-97.8)?????? (-93.0)?????? (-92.3)?????? (-91.9)??????(-90.4)??????(-89.8)??
???? (-89.0)?????? (-88.6)?????? (-88.0)?????? (-87.6)?????? (-85.8)??????
(-84.0)??????(-83.5)?????? (-83.4)?????? (-83.3)??????(-81.4)??????(-81.0)??
???? (-80.2)
??? 3(??) ????? (-99.7)?????? (-99.5)?????? (-99.1)?????? (-97.3)??????







• ?? 1(??)??????? (???)?????????(?) ????? (???)????????
?(?)????? (?)?
• ?? 1(??)?????????(?)??????????????(?) ????? (??)?????
???
???????? (2017)???????????????????????????????????
???????????? 1(??)?????????? 2(??)?????????????? 1???
???????????????????????????????????????
?????? 1(??)?????????? (???)??????? (????)????????????
???????????????????????????????? (2017)???????????
???????????????????????????????

























??? 3(??)???? 3(??)??????? 1????????????????????????




























????? (?) (2008a)????????????????? ??????
??? (2014)????????????? pp. 21–47. ?????
???? (2008)???????????????????? ???????????????? ?
???? pp. 85–110?
????? (2008b)???????????????????????????? ?????????
??????? ????? pp. 111–134?
???? (2008)????/????????????????? ???????????????? ?
???? pp. 135–157?
??? (2009)?????????????????–??????????????????? ???
??, 27:1, pp. 1–17?
???? (2017)???????????????????????????? ?????????





???? (?) (1974)??????????? ??????
??????? (2019)???????, https://kotobank.jp/dictionary/daijisen/??????
2019-07-26
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